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Collision analysis answers

Ohan Gangnam-style Gangnam-style A classy woman who knows the space of a cup of coffee man hot during the day When the heart gets hot Woman with such a reversal I'm a man during the day I'm a man as warm as you during the day I'm a man beat one shot that gets one shot beat macho the night before you are
so beautiful and beautiful. Pretty ya hey ya ya you will go from now to GangnamStyle GangnamStyle O-OpangangnamStyle GangnamStyle O-O PangangNamStyle Eh, Sexy women O-o-O-O-Oh GangnamStyle Eh, Sexy women are oh-normal, but if you want to be a woman playing when you play, you want to be a
woman with a loosely tied head, but a woman who is rougher than a woman who is more than exposed I am a man who looks like a man who plays when I play, but when I play, but when I play, I am a man who is more like a man who is really crazy when he plays. Dear ya ya hey ya you hey love ya ya hey ya ya hey
you'll go from now on to Gangnam Style Gangnam Style O-O-O Pan Nam Style Gangnam Style O-O Pan Pan I'm an illegitimate baby, on top of that, sexy woman oh-o-oh-oh-gangnamstyle Eh, sexy woman oh-o-oh beat, I know what was beaten up that I'm an illegitimate baby, I know what you know (you know what I'm
saying'?) Oh Pan GangnamStyle Eh, sexy woman oh-o-oh-o-oh gangnam Ehstyle, sexy women o-oh gangnamstyle o'pan namstyle o'pan namstyle lyrics submitted by brian, edited by gangnam style coopigat as written by Keon Hyung Yoo Jai Sang Park Lyrics © BMGRights Management, Universal Music Publishing
Group, Sony /ATV Music Publishing LLC, Cobalt Music Publishing Ltd. Lyrics supported by LyricFind Add Your thoughts Log in now to let us know what you think You don't have an account? Create an account with SongMeanings to post comments, submit lyrics, and more. It's so easy, we promise! Tagged: Social
Commentary [suggest] Oppan Gangnam Style Gangnam Style Na je nun ta sa ro un in gan jo gin yo ja ko pi han ja ne yu rul a neun pum gi nun yo ja Ba mi o myon shim ja ngi tu go wo ji nun yo ja gu ron ban jon i nun yo ja na nun sa ye Na je... OMG songs in English talk about coffee and hot waiters ... or waitress with
people today... (no offence) gangnam = place in korea I do not know gangnam style = Some places In Korean style It's about Psy showing a girl that she is the type of guy who just wants to have fun. Gangnam Style is a Gay Op Op. This has been marked as poor. view anyway More Psy song meanings » Photo: AP/Matt
Sayles After his appearance at the MTV Video Music Awards, YouTube sensation PSY has been featured on the today show, Good Morning America, Ellen, and more for his viral video Gangnam Style; However, no one in the U.S. probably knows what that means. In all reality, the absurdly silly video is satire - poking
fun at Seoul's richest district, Gangnam. (Think of PSY's treatment of Gangnam as parallel to the United States' love-hate relationship with The Jersey Shore. Although, PSY says Gangnam is on par with our Beverly Hills.) Psy has described the song as a tribute to the women in the wealthy district. Gangnam is an area in
Seoul, Korea. I described it as glorious during the day and went crazy at night. I compared women to that area. So - glorious during the day, going crazy at night - and the lyrics say I'm the right man for a woman like that. With that in mind, we found an English translation to the viral sensation so that we can explain the
interesting number. (The lyrics are found to be the same in various sources.) If you somehow haven't heard of the South Korean pop sensation PSY, you will now. And, if you're still lost on the word Oppa, it means big brother. An interesting choir should be on par with your man who has Gangnam Style. We think that's a
good thing. Watch the video below, and follow the English translation afterwards: Oppa is Gangnam Gangnam style A warm and humane girl during the day A classy girl who knows how to enjoy the freedom of a cup of coffee A girl whose heart gets hotter when night falls A girl with such a twist I am A man as warm as
you are during the day A man who one-shoots his coffee even before it cools down A man whose heart explodes when night falls A beautiful man of that kind, fun Yes you are, Hey, yes you are, Hey Pretty, fun Yes you are, hey, yes you are, hey Now let's go until the end Oppa is Gangnam style, Gangnam Style Oppa is
Gangnam style, Gangnam Style Oppa is Gangnam style Eh - Sexy Lady , Oppa is Gangnam style Eh- Sexy Lady oh Oh A girl who looks quiet but plays when she plays a girl who puts her hair down when the right time comes A girl who covers herself but is sexier than a it's all A girl who is easily disanen like that I am a
man A who looks calm but plays when he plays a man who is completely crazy when the right time comes A man who has ideas stand out rather than the muscles of a man who melotot fun Yes hey, Yes you are, hey Beautiful, fun Yes you are, hey, yes you are, hey Now let's go until the end Oppa is Gangnam style,
Gangnam style Oppa is Gangnam style, Gangnam style Oppa is Gangnam style Eh- Sexy Lady, Oppa is Style Eh- Sexy Lady oh oh above running man is a flying man, baby baby I'm a man who knows a thing or two Above running man is a flying man, baby baby I'm a man who knows a thing or two you know what I say
Oppa is gangnam style Eh- Sexy Lady, Oppa is Gangnam style Eh- Sexy Lady oh oh *Note : An earlier version of this post incorrectly referred to Gangnam as a city in Seoul. SEE ALSO: Now learn how to do popular dance &gt; How PSY went from K-Pop sensation to International infatuation &gt; Everything you need to
know about PSY &gt; Tour Seoul's Ritzy district where PSY grows &gt; Site highlights daily to your inbox. Follow Business Insider Australia on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram. The titular Gangnam is actually a location, being a trendy part of the South Korean capitol, Seoul. And of course the singer himself has
gangnam style. However, the purpose of the song is not for him to loose as rich and materialistic. Even the interpretive understanding is that Psy uses it as a means to mock colleagues who pretend to be paid when they don't. Thus it is partly centered on women who enjoy coffee. This is reportedly a redemption to the
fact that some young women in Korea feel compelled to buy expensive coffee (via Starbucks) simply because doing so is considered cool (i.e. expensive and classy) on their 'hoods. And at night says a woman changes from her delicate attitude to something like a party animal. Moreover and perhaps most importantly,
she has attracted the romantic interest of singers. So in kicking it, Psy presents himself as someone of the same quality, which is classy yet wild. Therefore he also enjoys coffee as he does, and as does his heart bursts when night falls. But since he did try to pick her up, there's an element of machismo. So in touting her
coffee-drinking skills, she actually exclaimed she could get off a hot cup in 'one shot'. A Pickup Song But all things considered, this is basically a pickup song. Psy was someone known as a comedy entertainer even before this song came down. So he basically used the background of liking a woman to also study the
topic of wannabe rich people. Indeed the woman herself is apparently one such individual. And attracted to him, the vocalist also adopted a Gangnam style in which he bragged about things that couldn't actually be true. Or put differently, he represents Gangnam even though he can't really buy the swan lifestyle that this
area is famous for. So in case of wanting to get rich, Psy actually makes fun of them by adopting a personality, from his comic perspective, from a member itself. But that doesn't negate the fact that she and her romantic interests like to go down in although they may mis-present themselves as rich by drinking expensive
coffee, their tendency to enjoy the evening is very real. Music Videos We often talk about how music videos of certain songs have contributed to them exploding. There may not be a song in history where this is truer than Gangnam Style. For example, it made history itself by actually being the first video ever to garner at
least a billion views on YouTube. This happened on December 21, 2012. Then it also became the first to reach two billion views. YouTube even has to modify its counters to accommodate all the views that accept Gangnam Style. But there's no way they're going to have to do it again. And why? They have now set the
maximum number of their counters to more than nine quintillion. Guinness World Records Earlier in September of the same year, Guinness World Records also declared the video for Gangnam Style to be the person with the most likes on YouTube. And won the MTV Europe Music Award in the Best Video category,
even though Psy is a South Korean artist. American celebrities openly express love for video among American celebrities who openly like the video are Kay Perry, Tom Cruise and Britney Spears. But it was hip-hop artist T-Pain who admittedly might be the first to really get caught up in the phenomenon, other than
actually promoting it. The role in making YouTube an important tool in the Song Music Industry also helped establish YouTube as an important and powerful tool in the music industry. In traditional circumstances, artists featured in exploding music videos on YouTube are already popular in their own right. But this is the
case of a singer who by and large is not known to be one of the biggest celebrities of 2012 as a direct result of her entertaining clips being shown in the media. Even through Gangnam Style, Psy earns more money from YouTube (i.e. related ads) than he does through royalties from the song. Leading Celebrities in
Gangnam Style Music Video The music video was filmed in Seoul, which is the capitol of South Korea. Even its director, Cho so-hyun, organizes it inside Gangnam District itself, which is part of Seoul. The video features a number of South Korean celebrities. The man in the yellow shirt is a comedian by the name of Yoo
Jae-suk. The man who was air-watering in the elevator was another celebrity and Psy's friend, Noh Hongchul. And the young woman dancing on the subway is actually a professional musician, Hyuna, who is a member of a K-pop group called 4Minute. Meanwhile, the little boy who broke through a Michael Jackson-like
movement, who was five years old at the time, was someone named Hwang Min-woo who Psy just before shooting the video. Psy found it. a short-lived television show called Korea's Got Talent. Horse Dance The horse dance associated with this song became so popular that leading world leaders took a stab at it. World
Leaders commenting on the iconic Gangnam Style Trek itself has for years been recognized by a number of leading world leaders. For example, it was recognized by former UN Secretary-General Bon Ki-moon (2007-2016) as a world peace coach. Former U.S. President Barack Obama (2009-2017) also accurately
recognized it as playing a role in promoting Korean culture around the world. She even admitted that her 'daughter taught her a pretty good Gangnam Style'. And in fact Obama's assertion that Gangnam Style has contributed to the Korean Wave, which is the encroachment of South Korean culture around the world, is
more or less considered a scientific fact. And if nothing else, it's bound to cause K-pop to be recognized outside of Southeast Asia itself. Even for many citizens of the world, this may actually be the first K-pop song they actually introduced. When is Gangnam Style released? The official release date of Gangnam Style is
July 15, 2012. The song became the lead single from psy 6 (Six Rules), Part 1. The labels behind the song's early publications are Universal Music Group and YG Entertainment, a South Korean outfit Psy has been a part of since 2010. Even the success of this song is so phenomenal that YG Entertainment sees its
shares increase by more than 500% as a direct result. Gangnam Style Awards and Awards have won awards around the world. Most of this is actually in recognition of his music video. And the countries where the video itself has been given are Brazil, France, Germany, the US and of course South Korea. Psy featuring
Gangnam Style for Ban Ki-moon! Shortly after gangnam style's success, Psy was personally invited to the United Nations Headquarters in New York City to show Ban Ki-moon how to beat Gangnam Style. Indeed the song's overall success has contributed to the singer becoming an international celebrity and singing with
a number of the world's elite in a number of different fields. Major Global Organizations recognize Gangnam Style Among the world famous organizations that openly recognize the existence and influence of Gangnam Style is as follows: United NationsWorld Bank Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism South KoreaThe
International Criminal CompanyGreenpeace NASA's Most Parodied Song on Earth This iconic song has also been parodied perhaps more than any other song in history. Gangnam Style allows Psy to rub shoulders with the Main Stars based in America Even as a result of Gangnam Style, Psy eventually signed with
America America label, School Boy Records. This is the same corporate artist as Justin Bieber and The Black Eyed Peas who are/are contracted. Gangnam Style hits number 1 across Globe Countries where Gangnam Style goes to number one too much to mention here. But let's succinctly say that the song manages to
do so on almost every continent. And in reality it was the first song ever to belong to the K-pop genre that actually managed to top the UK Singles Chart. In general, the track maps more than 40 countries. This included peaking at number 2 on the Billboard Hot 100. And therefore Gangnam Style has also achieved multi-
Platinum status in more than 10 countries. Who wrote Gangnam Style? Gangnam Style written by Psy. He also co-produced the song with another South Korean musician, Yoo Gun-hyung. Gun-hyung.
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